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JANUARY
Name
RITAJ GHAMLOUCH
AMY LIN
ARYA TURNER
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SUMMER RABAH
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RANA YOUSSEF
MARWA DOUAH

JADE ORTIZ
PETER KARAHALIOS
MARCOS BAQUIAX
YA HAN JIANG
FERRARI STOJKA
ELENA LESSIS

REWAN YOUSSEF
DEREK CHEN
CHARLIE FERGUSON
ANGELIKA TOFAN
JOY QIU
DOAA ALMATHEEL
ADAM ABDALLA

4-301 Rdg
BRANDON CHEN
4-301 Math BRANDON CHEN
4-301 SS/Wtg YIFAN ZHENG
4-302 Rdg
MATTEO GUITERREZ
4-302 Math MARIAM ZAHRAN
4-302 SS/Wtg MIRIAM FARRAJ
4-306 Rdg
TIFFANY YANG
4-306 Math NOUR HAJAR
4-306 SS/Wtg TIFFANY YANG
5-305 Rdg
PEDRO MUNOZ
5-305 Math MOHAMED YOUSEFF
5-305 SS/WtgCLAUDIA KWIATKOWSKA
5-307 Rdg
MOHAMED ALMATHEEL
5-307 Math DASHIKA POPLI
5-307 SS/Wtg ADAM ELSAYED
5-308 Rdg
ARBA LAMCE
5-308 Math LAUREN VALLADARES
5-308 SS/Wtg SOPHIA RABAH
ART
SCI3-5
S.S K-3
PHYS. ED

DANCE

SOPHIA RABAH 5-308
YI FAN ZHENG 4-301
CATHERINE CHAN 3-207
JOY QIU 3-207
ISABELLA PALAZZOLO K-105
HANEEN TWAITI 3-207
RYAN PARRA 4-306
EFRAIN VARILLAS 4-301

ISABELLA PONCE DIAZ K-105
MOHAMMAD HALOUI K-105

It is hard to believe that we are halfway through the school year. Hopefully, Spring
is right around the corner and we will be able to open our windows and feel some
fresh, warm air.
February is a short and also, a busy month.
The Test Prep programs have been planned and are already in session. We placed
students into separate groups to give us an opportunity for smaller classes and to
pace the instruction based on the needs of the children. The teachers will be working
with the children to practice and enhance their ELA and Math skills, and better
prepare them for the State Exams this Spring.
Additionally, the Saturday Academy for English Language Learners has been also
planned and is already in session. The Academy supports our English Language
Learners in Grades 1-5 to continue to facilitate their English Language Acquisition
and to better prepare them for the New York State English as a Second Language
Achievement Test (NYSESLAT) which requires proficiency in Listening, Speaking,
Reading, and Writing.
During the month of February, we will celebrate “Respect for All” week which is a
time to reflect on the many important social and emotional attributes we try to foster
in each of our children in order to help build a strong community. Each day, students
and staff are asked to wear different colors to represent the importance of good
citizenship, friendship, love, and respect!
Please be reminded that we now have SchoolMessenger which is a mass notification
system that will be used in order to communicate general notifications and
emergency broadcasts to the parents and guardians of our school. If you miss a
phone call from the school, please check your messages/voicemail for the
notification.
Lastly, we want to inform you that District 20 Superintendent Karina Costantino
visited our school on January 30th and she was delighted to see the footprints of
learning throughout the school building. She enjoyed speaking with students and
teachers about the numerous strategies they are discussing in class in order to
strengthen student understanding and ensure student success. We thank all the
members of our school community who worked their hardest to ensure that we
highlighted the many wonderful aspects of P.S. 127 and made this visit a successful
one.
On behalf of our staff, we would like to thank you for your continuous collaboration
and commitment to our school!
Enjoy the Mid-winter Recess which is scheduled for February 20th – February 24th.
School will resume on Monday, February 27, 2017.
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Parent Corner
In the month of February, our school will be participating in RESPECT FOR ALL WEEK.
During this week, the children will wear a different color everyday symbolizing a
special meaning. They will also be doing lessons in their classrooms on how to be
respectful of their fellow classmates. Please reinforce these lessons at home. Please
remember to check the monthly calendar for all our activities planned for this
month.

Kindergarten News

Mrs. Laudicina

Happy Valentine’s Day and Lunar New Year (…according to the Chinese traditions, the
celebration usually last 15 days.) This coming month, Kindergarten will learn about the
growth process of animals, insects, and plants. We are looking forward to seeing the
plants grow in the spring. We have been practicing our writing by using sequencing words.
Come and check out our great work in the school hallway. In math, we finished learning
addition and subtraction within 1-10. The next study in math will be learning the numbers
that are greater than 10. We can’t wait to improve our counting skills and show our
understanding of the new concepts on our work.

First Grade News

Spaghetti in a Hot Dog Bun
By: Maria Dismondy
Spaghetti in a Hot Dog Bun is great
story for children to read during the
month of February, in which PS 127
embraces the theme of Respect for
All! This book also encompasses
one of the CKCC themes of
Problem Solving.
The story begins with us
questioning: How can Ralph be so
mean? Lucy is one of a kind and
Ralph loves to point that out. Lucy's
defining moment comes when
Ralph truly needs help. Because she
knows what she stands for, Lucy
has the courage to make a good
choice. This charming story
empowers children to always do the
right thing and be proud of
themselves, even when they are
faced with someone as challenging
as Ralph. What a wonderful book
for children of all ages to learn how
to treat others with respect and
accept differences!

Enjoy!

Happy February! First graders are continuing to work very hard. In writing, students are
writing personal narratives, using details and transition words. In Journey’s, first graders
are continuing to learn how to infer the author’s purpose, compare and contrast using a
Venn Diagram, and draw conclusions using text evidence. In math, we will be focusing on
using place value to compare numbers and adding and subtracting two digit numbers. 1202 will be performing in an assembly entitled “The Ugly Duckling” on February 7, 2017.
Just a reminder, first grade teachers will be hosting a writing workshop on how to meet
common core standards in writing on February 7th, at 2:45 pm. We look forward to
seeing you there! We hope everyone has a restful winter vacation, we will see you back
on February 27, 2017! Please remember to work with your child each night by reviewing
math skills as well as reading strategies and replenish all necessary supplies! Happy
Valentine’s Day!

Second Grade News
Second grade students are full of “heart” as we welcome the month of February, and all
of the wonderful things we will be learning. In our Journeys lessons, we just wrapped
up Unit 3 and will be exploring Unit 4 concepts and skills such as story structure and
sequence of events. During our Go Math lessons, we will be learning about three-digit
addition with and without regrouping. During writing, we will be crafting various
narrative pieces. We also would like to take the time to wish everyone a happy and
restful midwinter recess!

Third Grade News
February may be the shortest month of the year, but grade 3 will be very busy!!! In
math, the students will develop an understanding of fractions, especially unit fractions
in Chapter 8. We will then move onto comparing fractions in Chapter 9. We continue to
incorporate testing as a genre in our regular instruction as well as formal test prep
classes. Please continue reviewing your basic multiplication and division facts and
reading regularly each night. We hope all our parents and guardians will be able to
attend our grade 3 assembly, “A-Z Facts from Communities Around the World.” The
performance will take place on February 16th at 9:20 a.m. in the Multipurpose Room.
Enjoy your Winter break and see you on February 27th.
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Fourth & Fifth Grade News
3/4/5 – Mrs. Singer
This month, in math we are busy learning all about division and fractions. In writing,
students will be writing opinion pieces. The state tests are quickly approaching and
we will be preparing for these exams in the following weeks. I encourage you to
practice multiplication, division facts and read with your children daily.
4th Grade ELA – Ms. Collins & Mrs. Doherty
Happy Valentine’s Day! Fourth graders are vigorously preparing for the ELA exams
that are in March. We are currently reviewing all the skills that good readers use. I
wish everyone a wonderful Mid-Winter Break!
4th Grade Math – Mrs. McFee & Ms. Kowalski
The Fourth Grade Math Department is continuing to study fractions. We hope to see
you all at our Parent Workshop on February 28th where will discuss the NYS exam
rubric and what to expect the day of the exam. As a reminder, the NYS Math test is
May 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
4th Grade Social Studies & Writing – Mrs. Moran
This month in Social Studies, fourth grade will continue to learn about the Colonial
and Revolutionary period in New York. Students will investigate the growing conflicts
between England and the thirteen colonies over political and economic rights that led
to the American Revolution. We will focus on how New York played a significant role
during the Revolution, due to its geographic location. In writing, students will learn
about the writing process, and how to write essays in response to prompts. We will
compare and contrast stories on similar themes and topics. Students will continue to
learn how to analyze a prompt, gather text evidence, organize ideas, drafting, and
revising and editing.
5th Grade ELA– Ms. Holian & Mrs. Miller
Students are currently finishing lesson 9 in Journeys. This story called for students to
analyze characters and understand why they are heroes. Later this month fifth grade
will be busy learning and practicing different reading comprehension skills such as
finding the main idea, summarizing, and supporting our claims with textual evidence.
We will be using these skills to help us fully understand different types of
informational texts. Watching the students’ progress in Reading has been wonderful!
This month the students will also be focusing on strategies, such as RACE, to
completely answer short response questions. The ELA State test is fast approaching
and we will be ready! We hope you have a Happy Valentine’s Day!
5th Grade Math – Ms. Bilz
We are working very hard with adding and subtracting fractions. We are learning how
to find the lowest common denominator/multiple, reduce/simplify fractions, as well
as using benchmarks to estimate fractions. The students have started ELA test prep,
and before we know it math test prep will be upon us. Thank you to all of the parents
who attended the fifth grade workshop. Have a great February break everyone!
5th Grade Social Studies & Writing–Mrs. Miller & Mrs. Gangi
In Writing, 5th graders are prepping for the upcoming NYS exam, by practicing short
response answers, essay writing strategies, citing details from a text, and responding
to document based questions. In S.S they are continuing to learn about European
exploration by taking an in depth look at different famous explorers weekly, while
comparing and contrasting their goals, challenges, accomplishments, and the routes
that they took on each of their voyages.

2/13 – Respect for All Week

2/14 – Valentine’s Bake Sale

2/16 – PTA Meeting – 6PM
th

5 Grade Picture Re-take
th

100 Day of SCHOOL

2/17 – Fruity Friday

2/20 – 2/24 – Mid Winter break
SCHOOL IS CLOSED

th

2/27 – 5 Grade Picture Re-takes

3/3 – Muffins for Mom
Family Friday
Fruity Friday

3/8 – Spring Photos

3/9 – Parent Teacher Conference
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Cluster Corner
Visual Arts – Mrs. Guido
K-2 are creating still life drawings from objects on display. Third grade will learn about artist
Leonardo DaVinci, and will explore with creating self-portraits in the media of graphite pencil.
Fourth grade are creating self-portraits in oil pastels. Fifth grade are creating illustrations of
dancers.

Arts Enrichment – Mrs. Donlon
The kindergartners are getting ready to act out the book, Turtle Splash. They will also be
incorporating facts they have learned about turtles and the other animals that live in a pond
ecosystem into their STEAM based performance. The first graders of class 1-202 are getting ready
to put on a production of the Ugly Duckling early this month. After the performance, the
students will take time to complete written reflections of the play and the overall experience of
bringing a story to life on stage. The 5th graders are getting started on bringing classic stories to
life. Students are working in groups with different scripts. They have each been assigned roles
and they are working with each other, using staging terms and techniques as they get ready to
perform later next month. Each student has been given a copy of the script. Please help your
child review their lines each night. By the end of February, we would like to have all the actors
“off book” (working without a script).

Science - Mrs. Gold
I am excited to announce that District 20 will have a STEM/STEAM Expo on April 5, 2017.
Students in Grades 3-5 will complete a Science Fair project. Three projects from each class will
be chosen to present in a school wide Science Fair. Judges will judge the projects and choose a
1st place, 2nd place and 3rd place winner from each grade. The 1stplace winner from each grade
will present their project at the STEM/STEAM Expo. Details on the time and location of the
STEM/STEAM Expo are to follow. Students will receive all information needed to complete their
Science Fair project in the coming days. In Science class Grade 3 students will begin exploring
heat, light and sound. The fourth graders will become experts in Ecosystems, food chains and
food webs. The fifth graders will learn about ways to keep themselves healthy. If you have any
questions or concerns about the science fair project, please email me at
aprinzi@schools.nyc.gov.

Physical Education - Mrs. Costabile
Grades K-3: All grades are currently working on scooter skills and the safety rules while riding on
a scooter. The children love playing various games while incorporating skills taught in class. The
kids love playing on the SCOOTERS! In a few weeks we will be moving onto basic volleyball skills.
Grades 4-5: We are near the end of Fitness Gram! Yay! Continue working on the upper body and
abdominal strength exercises. The children are so excited to finally be done and onto SPORTS.
Within the next two weeks, we will learn the basic skills of volleyball. Eat healthy and Exercise!

Music – Mr. Marinoff
Kindergarten and Grade 1 are singing and focusing on percussion instruments. Grade 2 is
continuing their studies of the families of the orchestra as well as learning songs and the story of
Aladdin. Grade 3 is continuing learning the recorder and preparing for February 16 performance.
Chorus is preparing for the Spring Concert. All classes are learning the school song, “I will Shine
Like the Sun”.

Dance – Ms. Spano
As February approaches we are learning how to make pathways with our bodies. We are
continuing to explore our movement maps using locomotive skills, pathways, levels and dance
moves. We are also practicing our choreography skills as a group as well. First grade is getting
ready for their Valentine’s Day Performance, held on February 17th, 2017. The show will be at
9:20 am in the multipurpose room. If your child is in first grade, or in class 201, we hope to see
you here at P.S 127 for the show. Please have your child dressed in a red shirt and jeans for the
day of the performance. Thank you for reading and stay warm!

School Messenger
We are very excited to
introduce School
Messenger. School
Messenger is a mass
notification system that
will be used by P.S. 127
to communicate
general
notifications and
emergency broadcasts
to the parents and
guardians of our
school.
It is very imperative
that the telephone
number that you
provided to the school
at the time of
registration correct
and working. If you
have a change of
telephone number or
are not sure what
telephone number you
first had listed with us,
please submit a written
letter to the office with
the telephone number
you would like School
Messenger to contact
you.

Social Studies K-3 – Ms. Amato
Happy February everyone! This month kindergarten children will be learning about why families
are important and how families share culture and customs through songs, folktale, and oral
history. First grade will begin learning about different communities and how they have changed
overtime. Second grade will be studying the different types of communities and unique
characteristics of each. Third grade will continue their unit of study on China, concentrating on
their people, language, and economy. Grade 5 will be studying about the growth and expansion
of the United States. Students will learn how geography, economics, people and key events
shaped the United States.

Thank You!
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Support Staff

RECYCLE

& Help Raise money
for P.S. 127.

ENL – Mrs. Mena, Mrs. Dari & Ms. Rodriguez
Hello Families! The New York State English as a Second Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT) will
be held April and May 2017. The Saturday ELL Academy started January 21st and will continue
Saturday February 4th and 11th. As always, we are available for questions and conferences
every Tuesday afternoon.

AIS/SE Support - Mrs. Fusco -SETSS in February is fab, fabulous, and fantastic!

***Only ink and
toner cartidges.
Please check the below website to
view acceptable cartridges to
recycle and help raise money for
the school!

http://www.fundingfactory.com/pro
grams/recycling/qualifying_items.asp

Collection box is right
outside the main office.

Keep
Sending
Box Tops!

Please Keep Sending in your
BOX TOP$!!!
Visit the website below for a
full list of participating
products:
http://www.boxtops4education.com/

What is Shades of Meaning? Shades of Meaning are when some words mean almost the same
thing but have small differences between the meanings of each. Understanding the small
differences between similar words lets you appreciate the shades of meaning between words or
phrases. This past month, the Shades of Meaning strategy has assisted my students to better
understand the subtle differences between related words. The students have begun to identify a
continuum of words related to a theme or idea. It has started to expand the students’ vocabulary by
teaching synonyms and revealing the hidden inferences behind words. I’m looking forward to see
where all their new words take each and every one of them.

Speech – Mrs. Cavazzini & Mrs. Esposito
TRICKS AND TIPS FROM THE SPEECH TEACHERS
Did you know that playing a game can help your child’s language GROW? Playing a game is a great way to
have fun with your child and build language at the same time!
Games help your child…
• ask and answer questions
• give and follow directions
• tell stories
• take turns and play fair
• remember things
• learn new words
• describe things
• HAVE FUN!
Here’s a list of fun games that you might be able to find at the toy store, at second hand shops, at garage
sales, online, or maybe even at Grandma’s house:
• Clue Junior • Cranium Cadoo for Juniors• GooseBumps Story Telling Game • Guess My Name Game• Guess
Where? • Guess Who?• Hedbanz Junior • I Spy-Puppy World • Loaded Questions Junior• Mystery Garden• Original
Memory Game or variations • Outburst Junior• Pictionary Junior • Race to the Roof• Scattergories Junior •
Scrabble Junior• Secret Square • Silly Stories• Taboo Junior • Tell a Story• Three for Me • Twenty Questions •
What’s in Ned’s Head?

Counselor – Mrs. Meola
During the week of February 13th – 17th, 2017 our School will be celebrating Respect For All
Week. This annual event takes place city wide to continue school’s ongoing efforts to promote
inter-personal and inter-group respect and to prevent bullying and bias-based behavior.
During Student Council meetings we’ve discussed ways to celebrate Respect For All Week and ways
to make it more meaningful. This year we are joining with the Great Kindness challenge! Students
are encouraged to do 15 kind deeds throughout the week! Also, Resources were provided for
classrooms, posters will be created by students, and Student Council members will make daily
announcements throughout the week. We will also be selling school bracelets that coordinate with
the daily colors for $1.00 each. In Addition to our schools efforts, I have also invited the Brooklyn
DA"s office into our building to do an Anti-Bullying Assembly for our 2nd grade students. A memo
will go out with a schedule.
Each day of the week will be represented by a different color; we ask that our staff and
students wear these colors on these days to help spread RESPECT!
Monday – Orange is to signify good citizenship and community awareness. Respect your
community. WEAR ORANGE!
Tuesday - Red is for Love. Love and Respect your family and friends. WEAR RED!
Wednesday – Green is for the environment. Respect your environment. WEAR GREEN!
Thursday –Yellow is for the Golden Rule. “Do unto others as you would have them do unto
you.” WEAR YELLOW!
Friday – Blue is for loyalty and Respect. Be a true blue friend. SHOW YOUR SCHOOL SPIRIT AND
WEAR BLUE!
Thank you for your continued support in helping to create a safe and supportive school community.
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Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy –
Anna Fridman PT, Patrick McTague OT,Samantha Racznski OT
This month we want to begin giving some more helpful tips and pieces of advice on fine motor
skills to you parents so you can continue supporting your children at home. This month we will
briefly introduce the importance of the arches of the hand. This skill is a foundation to proper
pencil grasp and handwriting. The arches of the hand are the muscular and skeletal structures
that allow hand flattening and cupping. The arches direct skilled movements of the fingers and
grade the power of the fingers. Well-developed hand arches provide an important balance
between hand mobility and stability. One side is known as the “power” side (ring and little
finger). The “skill” side is the index and middle fingers working in precise opposition to the
thumb. Intact hand arches provide the foundation for individual finger movements. Children at
risk have very flat hands with little arch formation.
To develop your children’s arches of the hand in a fun way try this: remove lids from jars,
squeeze sponges, use Legos or building blocks, fold paper, rip paper into small pieces for crafts,
squeeze paper into balls to throw at a target, shake dice in the palm of the hands. Have fun with
it and your children will too and develop essential skills to be independent in class!

__________________________________________________________________________

Student Council Corner
During Respect For All Week Student Council members will be promoting
kindness throughout the building, making morning announcements and selling school
bracelets each day. We have a color bracelet for each day of the week. Please help
us raise money for our school community and show your support! Respect Yourself,
Respect your School!
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

PTA -Year PTA Election for Recording Secretary

From Nurse Mary:

WINTER is here!! Please dress
in layers and have a school
sweater or light jacket for
class. Some classrooms are
warm and others are normal
heat. Don't forget to cover
your coughs in your elbows
and remain home if a fever or
vomiting for 24 hours!
WINTER exercise is still
important! Build a snowman
or woman at the park,
sledding and Museum visiting!
Enjoy your week off and stay
healthy with good 8 hour rest
each night!

It was announced at the January 5th PTA General Meeting that nominations are
being accepted to fill the role of Recording Secretary for the PTA Executive
Board. George Andrinopoulos has needed to resign from the position, and because
the Recording Secretary is a mandatory position, we will vote for our newest PTA
officer at the next PTA General Meeting on February 16 at 6 pm. Maha Jawad has
been acting in the position in the meantime and is a current nominee. Generally
speaking, the Recording Secretary is responsible for all non-financial PTA records
and communications with the PTA membership body, including minutes, agendas,
and materials for distribution. Flyers detailing the job description will go home with
your child in his/her homework folder. If you are interested in joining the list of
nominees, please fill out and return the slip attached to the flyer. If you have any
questions about the position, please speak to any current PTA officer and/or Ms.
Vento (Parent Coordinator).
Our deep thanks go to George Andrinopoulos for having served PS 127 in this role,
as well as the many other capacities he has served and continues to serve in our PTA.

From the Title 1 Committee:
We look forward to welcoming our wonderful parents to the Lunar New Year Celebration on
Friday February 3 after Family Friday in the cold lunch room.We will celebrate the Year of the
Rooster with food, activities, and conversation. All are welcome!
Be on the lookout for upcoming parent events, such as: Muffins for Mom (March 3 after Family
Friday), the Multicultural Festival (April 7 after Family Friday), and a Cinco de Mayo
celebration (May 5). Other parent workshops coming down the line will cover Nutrition and Cyber
Safety.
.

We LOVE seeing parent faces at these events. It often takes a bit of courage to gather in a room with
strangers from all walks of life and cultures and languages, so we thank you for making the time and
effort to attend and to meet the families of your child's classmates. Knowing each other helps create
community in our school and a sense of safety and belonging. No matter who you are or from
where you come, you belong at PS 127!
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